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Abstract 
 
Software Defined Radio (SDR) is an emerging technology which supports multi-

standard, multi-mode and future proof radio designs. There are several SDR software 

architectures have been developed during the last few years. Among them the Open 

Source SCA (Software Communication Architecture) Implementation::Embedded 

(OSSIE) project, developed by the Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group (MPRG) 

at Virginia Tech, is a complete one which provides a platform that is simple, easy to 

expand, and open-source. Moreover, the Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) 

board is a low-cost, high speed hardware component which is very suitable for 

implementing some real time software radio applications. It is developed by a team led 

by Matt Ettus for the GNU Radio users. In this report, we develop an initial prototype 

SDR receiver using the USRP board and the OSSIE framework. The OSSIE framework 

has already a demo program which collects data from the USRP and calculates the energy 

of the received signal. Here, we modify this to instead convert the sample rate and to an 

AM signal. AM demodulation is simple, whereas configuring a Digital Down Converter 

(DDC) to completely remove the carrier frequency and sending data to a sound card are 

relatively complex tasks. Our design has been tested at several frequencies and the 

performance of this receiver is highly satisfactory. It is possible to build a significantly 

more complex SDR receiver using this design as a starting point.      
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Chapter I 
 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The phrase “software radio” refers to the class of reconfigurable radios in which the 

physical layer behavior can be significantly altered without the change in the hardware 

[1]. FCC has proposed to define SDR as a radio which permits the operating parameters, 

including the frequency range, modulation type, and maximum radiated or conducted 

output power can be altered by making a change in software without any hardware 

change [2]. The same hardware can be reprogrammed to support different bands of 

frequencies, different modulation types and different bandwidths resulting in significant 

reduction in product development times and at the same time offering high power 

efficiency and speed of operations. Ideally the digitization of the received signal is done 

soon after the antenna and all the processing required for the radio is performed by 

software residing in high-speed digital signal processing elements [3]. Fig. 1.1 shows a 

conceptual block diagram of an ideal SDR receiver. As indicated in the figure, the 

analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion is done just after RF processing, and IF and other 

baseband processing are done under the software control [4]. 

 

According to Reed [1], the major factors that are expected to push the wider acceptance 

of reconfigurable radios are: Multi-functionality - because of the radio’s reconfiguration 

capabilities; Global mobility - because of the compatibility with most of the 

communication standards popular worldwide; Compactness and power efficiency - 

because same hardware can be reused to implement various systems; Ease of 

manufacture - because of the closer digitization of the signal to the antenna; and Ease of 

upgrade - because of the on-the-fly air interface capabilities. 
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of an ideal SDR receiver. 

1.2 Project Objectives 

The objectives of this project are – (i) to study and understand the basic structures and 

working principles of the OSSIE framework, (ii) to implement the Universal Software 

Radio Peripheral (USRP) into the framework, (iii) to understand the FPGA programming 

and the operation of the DDC in the USRP, (iv) to implement a sample rate converter for 

down converting the high speed USRP data , (v) to design a AM demodulator in the 

OSSIE framework by using USRP as a front end, (vi) to develop and implement a 

suitable program for sending the data stream to the sound devices for the playback, (vii) 

to test and evaluate the performance of the designed SDR receiver. 

1.4 Outline of this Report 

The project described in this report seeks to develop a complete SDR receiver based on 

USRP and OSSIE framework. The design, development, operation, tests and analysis of 

the proposed SDR receiver been presented in six chapters. Chapter I provides the 

definition of the software radio and objectives of this project.  

Chapter II presents the brief description of the USRP and the OSSIE framework. This 

chapter also describes some of the theories related to this project.  
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In Chapter III, the installation process of all the required software packages have been 

described elaborately. This chapter also presents the basic hardware setup. 

 

Chapter IV presents the overall block diagram of the whole system and describes the 

some of the main programs by using flow diagrams. 

 

Chapter V provides the step-by-step operation of the proposed SDR receiver. It also 

presents the test results and analysis of the proposed system.  

 

The conclusions of the report are drawn in Chapter VI and some recommendations for the 

future research works are discussed. At the end, a list of references is attached. 
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Chapter II 

Literature Review 

This chapter presents the brief description of the USRP and OSSIE framework. It also 

describes some theory and algorithms used in this project such as Coordinate Rotation 

Digital Computer (CORDIC), sample rate conversions, Cascaded Integrator Comb (CIC) 

Filter. Furthermore, the definition and the theory of Amplitude Modulation and 

Demodulation techniques have been described here. 

2.1 Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [5] 

Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) board is a low-cost, high speed hardware 

component which is very suitable for implementing some real time software radio 

applications. It is developed by a team led by Matt Ettus for the GNU Radio users [6]. 

This is an integrated board which incorporates AD/DA converters, some forms of RF 

front end, and an FPGA which helps to do some high-speed general purpose operations 

such as digital up and down conversion, decimation and interpolation. Since this board is 

mainly for developing software radios, the waveform-specific processing, like 

modulation and demodulation are usually done in the host processing unit.  Typically, a 

USRP board consists of one mother board and up to four daughter boards and it requires 

a PC or MAC with USB2 interface. Fig. 2.1 shows the picture of a USRP board equipped 

with two Receive (RX) and two Transmit (TX) daughter boards and Fig. 2.2 shows the 

schematic. 
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Figure 2.1:  USRP mother board with two RX and two TX daughter boards [7]. 

 

 
Figure 2.2:  Schematic of a USRP board [7]. 

 

The schematic of a USRP board is shown in Fig. 2.2. It has 4 high-speed analog to digital 

converters (ADCs), each at 12 bits per sample, 64 million samples per second. There are 

also 4 high-speed digital to analog converters (DACs), each at 14 bits per sample, 128 
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million samples per second. These 4 input and 4 output channels are connected to an 

Altera Cyclone EP1C12 FPGA. Moreover, this FPGA connects to a USB2 interface chip, 

the Cypress FX2, and on to the computer. The USRP connects to the computer via a high 

speed USB2 interface, and it will also work with USB1.1 after installing some software 

patches. 

2.1.1 AD/DA Converters 

Two mixed-signal front end processors (AD9862) from Analog Devices has been used in 

the USRP board to perform all the analog to digital and digital to analog conversions. The 

functional block diagram of this processor is shown in Fig. 2.3. There are 4 high-speed 

12-bit AD converters. The sampling rate is 64M samples per second. In principle, it could 

digitize a band as wide as 32MHz. The AD converters can bandpass-sample signals of up 

to about 150MHz, though. If we sample a signal with the IF larger than 32MHz, we 

introduce aliasing and actually the band of the signal of interest is mapped to some places 

between -32MHz and 32MHz. Sometimes this can be useful, for example, we could listen 

to the FM stations without any RF front end. The higher the frequency of the sampled 

signal, the more the SNR will be degraded by jitter. 100MHz is the recommended upper 

limit.  

 

The full range on the ADCs is 2V peak to peak, and the input is 200 ohms differential. 

This is 40mW, or 16dBm. There is a programmable gain amplifier (PGA) before the 

ADCs to amplify the input signal to utilize the entire input range of the ADCs, in case the 

signal is weak. The PGA is up to 20dB. Note that we can use other sampling rates if 

desired. The available rates are all submultiples of 128MHz, such as 64 MS/s, 42.66 

MS/s, 32 MS/s, 25.6 MS/s and 21.33 MS/s.  
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Figure 2.3:  Functional block diagram of Mixed-Signal Front End Processor AD9862 

from Analog Devices [8]. 

 

2.1.2 The Daughter Boards 

On the mother board there are four slots for inserting up to 2 RX daughter boards and 2 

TX daughter boards. The daughter boards are used to hold the RF receiver interface or 

tuner and the RF transmitter. There are slots for 2 TX daughter boards, labeled TXA and 

TXB, and 2 corresponding RX daughter boards, RXA and RXB. Each daughter board 

slot has access to 2 of the 4 high-speed AD / DA converters (DAC outputs for TX, ADC 

inputs for RX). This allows each daughter board which uses real (not I Q) sampling to 
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have 2 independent RF sections, and 2 antennas (4 total for the system). If complex I Q 

sampling is used, each board can support a single RF section, for a total of 2 for the 

whole system. We can see there are two SMA connectors on each daughter board. We 

normally use them to connect the input or output signals.  

2.1.3 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 

FPGA plays an important role in this Software Radio project. As shown in Fig. 2.2, all 

the ADCs and DACs are connected to the FPGA. Some of the high bandwidth math has 

been done into the FPGA to reduce the data rates so that the data can be transported 

through the USB 2.0 bus. The FPGA connects to a USB2 interface chip, the Cypress 

FX2. FPGA circuitry and USB Microcontroller is programmable over the USB 2.0 bus. 

Our standard FPGA configuration includes digital down converters (DDC) implemented 

with cascaded integrator-comb (CIC) filters. The FPGA implements 4 digital down 

converters (DDC). This allows 1, 2 or 4 separate RX channels. At the RX path, we have 4 

ADCs, and 4 DDCs. Each DDC has two inputs real and complex. Each of the 4 ADCs 

can be routed to either of real or the complex input of any of the 4 DDCs. This allows for 

having multiple channels selected out of the same ADC sample stream.  

 

The digital up converters (DUCs) on the transmit side are actually contained in the 

AD9862 CODEC chips, not in the FPGA. The only transmit signal processing blocks in 

the FPGA are the interpolators. The interpolator outputs can be routed to any of the 4 

CODEC inputs. The multiple RX channels (1,2, or 4) must all be the same data rate (i.e. 

same decimation ratio). The same applies to the 1,2, or TX channels, which each must be 

at the same data rate (which may be different from the RX rate). Fig. 2.4  shows the block 

diagram of the USRP's receive path. The MUX is like a router or a circuit switcher. It 

determines which ADC (or constant zero) is connected to each DDC input. There are 4 

DDCs. Each has two inputs.  
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Figure 2.4:  Block diagram of the USRP receive path [5]. 

2.1.4 Digital Down Converter (DDC) 

DDC down converts the signal from the IF band to the base band. Second, it decimates 

the signal so that the data rate can be adapted by the USB 2.0 and is reasonable for the 

computers' computing capability. Fig. 2.5 shows the block diagram of the DDC. The 

complex input signal (IF) is multiplied by the constant frequency (usually also IF) 

exponential signal. The resulting signal is also complex and centered at 0. Then we 

decimate the signal with a factor N. The decimator can be treated as a low pass filter 

followed by a down sampler. The decimation rate must be in 1 to 256. Finally, the I and 

Q complex signal enters the computer via the USB for further processing. TX path works 

reversely. We need to send a baseband I and Q complex signal to the USRP board. The 

digital up converter (DUC) will interpolate the signal, up convert it to the IF band and 

finally send it through the DAC. 
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Figure 2.5:  Block diagram of the Digital Down Converter (DDC). 

 

2.2 Open Source SCA Implementation::Embedded (OSSIE) [9] 

The Open Source SCA Implementation Embedded (OSSIE) project is an initiative by the 

Mobile and Portable Radio Research Group (MPRG) at Virginia Tech to provide a 

platform that is simple, easy to expand, and open-source for the development of 

waveforms following the guidelines laid down by the SCA specifications under the Joint 

Tactical Radio System (JTRS) program as well as the Object Management Group (OMG) 

[10]. The OSSIE project is written in C++ using the omniORB and the Xerces XML 

parser, both of which are openly available. OSSIE is written for Windows 2000 and 

Linux (Fedora). The OSSIE release is organized into three parts: parser, core framework, 

and sample applications. The parser contains classes that are used to organize the XML 

used to describe the waveform. The core framework is the series of classes that comprise 

the core functionality supported by the framework. Finally, the sample application is a 

simple command-based application that instantiates a basic waveform that uses 

MATLAB for plotting. The sample application is intended to demonstrate basic 

functionality.  
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2.2.1 SCA Core Framework (CF) [11] 

Fig. 2.6 shows the overall software architecture supported by the SCA CF. The system is 

centered on an OS and middleware, in this case CORBA. The CF is generally split into 

two sections, the red and black sections. These different sections denote the secure and 

non-secure parts of the system. This division between the red and black sections of the 

radio, whether it is through some specialized OS or through some other mechanism, is 

not specified in the SCA and is left up to system developer. The link between the red and 

black sections of the radio is established through the security modules which contain their 

own specialized API. Beyond the red/black boundary, the system is further partitioned 

into management software (including configuration files and the File System), software, 

and hardware. The term “software” in this context is a general term for any kind of 

functional code that performs some action in the waveform beyond just configuration 

management. Functional software is treated as a general resource that can be managed by 

the framework through CORBA. When the software resource does not use CORBA, and 

adapter can be included that allows such legacy code to function in the system. The 

hardware is available in the CF through the use of a CORBA proxy (not shown). This 

proxy allows the hardware to be managed using the same structure as the software 

resources. IDL is a language used to generate the interfaces necessary for an object to 

communicate with another object through the ORB, the entity that establishes the 

different connections between the corresponding objects. Using IDL, an API (Application 

Programming Interface) can be described, standardizing the semantics of the interface. 

The combined use of an API and IDL guarantees that the semantics are compatible, 

through the API, and that the data is transferred correctly, through IDL.  
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Figure 2.6: General overview of SCA system structure [11]. 

2.3 CORDIC 

CORDIC (COordinate Rotation DIgital Calculation) is a special algorithm for calculating 

trigonometric functions of sine, cosine, magnitude and phase (arctangent) to any desired 

precision. It can also calculate hyperbolic, linear and logarithmic functions. The main 

beauty of this algorithm is it does not need any multiplier for the calculation. Only simple 

math operations such as add, subtract, compare, shift, and table lookup are used 

extensively for generating those functions. CORDIC theory is based on the algorithm of 

vector rotation. All of the trigonometric functions can be computed by using this 

algorithm. Vector rotation can also be used to do some conversions such as polar to 

rectangular, rectangular to polar and computing vector magnitudes. The CORDIC 

algorithm, originally developed and published by volder [12] in 1959, provides an 

iterative method of performing vector rotations by arbitrary angles using only shifts and 

adders.  This algorithm is derived from the general (Givens) rotation transform. Before 

going to the CORDIC algorithm, the proof of the Givens Coordinate transformation has 

been described here.  
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2.3.1 Derivation of the Givens Transform [13] 

This transform relates the coordinates of a point p in one coordinate system to the 

coordinates of that same point in another coordinate system that has been rotated by a 

fixed angle around the origin. In Fig. 2.7(a), the coordinates of the single point p are (x, 

y) in the black coordinate system, and (x', y') in the red coordinate system. The red 

coordinates have been rotated by an angle φ . Therefore, the location of the point p with 

the new coordinate system is (x’, y’). Fig. 2.7(b) shows how to find out the values of x’ 

and y’ with respect to the x and y. The equations relating to the new coordinates are: 

φφ
φφ

sincos'
sincos'

xyy
yxx

−=
+=

 

Fig. 2.8 illustrates how the rotation of coordinates is related to rotation of a vector. The 

original vector from the origin ‘O’ to the point (x, y) is rotated through an angle -φ  to a 

new position with its tip at (x', y'). Now we have moved the point instead of the 

coordinate system. The transform of the coordinates is the same as above, except that 

now we have the angle -φ  instead of +φ .  

(a) (b) 
Figure 2.7: Coordinate rotation by an angle φ  and the new location of the point p. 
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Figure 2.8: Relation of the rotation of coordinates to the rotation of a vector. 

  

So, the equations for the vector rotation are: 

' cos sin
' cos sin

x x y
y y x

φ φ
φ φ

= −
= +

 

2.3.2 CORDIC Theory [14] 

From the discussion of the Givens theorem, the equation of a vector rotates in a Cartesian 

plane by the angle φ  are: 

' cos sin
' cos sin

x x y
y y x

φ φ
φ φ

= −
= +

 

The rearranged forms of these equations are: 

' cos .[ tan ]
' cos .[ tan ]

x x y
y y x

φ φ
φ φ

= −
= +

 

Now if we assume tan 2 iφ −= ±  then the multiplication by the tangent term is reduced to 

simple shift operation. Arbitrary angles of rotation are obtainable by performing a series 

of successively smaller elementary rotations. If the decision at each iteration, i , is which 

direction to rotate rather than whether or not to rotate, then the cos( )iδ term becomes a 

constant (because cos( ) cos( )i iδ δ= − . The iterative rotation can now be expressed as: 

1

1

.[ . .2 ]

.[ . .2 ]

i
i i i i i

i
i i i i i

x K x y d

y K y x d

−
+

−
+

= −

= +
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Where, 
1

2

1cos(tan 2 )
(1 2 )

1

i
i i

i

K

d

− −

−
= =

+

= ±

 

These iterative equations are becoming simply shift-add algorithm if we remove that 

constant iK  term. The product of the iK  term can be calculated separately and it 

approaches 0.6073 when the number of iterations goes to infinity. So, this algorithm has a 

gain, nA  of approximately 1.647 and it depends on the following equation : 

2(1 2 )i
n

n

A −= +∏  

The angle of a composite rotation is uniquely defined by the sequence of the directions of 

the elementary rotations. That sequence can be represented by a decision vector. The set 

of all possible decision vectors is an angular measurement system based on binary arc 

tangents. Conversions between this angular system and any other can be accomplished 

using a look-up table. A better conversion method uses an additional adder-subtractor 

that accumulates the elementary rotation angles at each iteration. The elementary angles 

can be expressed in any convenient angular unit. Those angular values are supplied by a 

small look-up table (one entry per iteration) or are hardwired, depending on the 

implementation. The angle accumulator adds a third difference equation to the CORDIC 

algorithm: 1
1 . tan (2 )i

i i iz z d − −
+ = − . Obviously, in cases where the angle is useful in the 

arctangent base, this extra element is not needed.  

 

There are two ways to operate the CORDIC rotator. First one is called rotation by volder, 

rotates the input vector by a specified angle (given as an argument). The second mode, 

called vectoring, rotates the input vector to the x axis while recording the angle required 

to make that rotation. For rotation mode, the CORDIC equations are: 

1

1

1
1

. .2

. .2

. tan (2 )

i
i i i i

i
i i i i

i
i i i

x x y d

y y x d

z z d

−
+

−
+

− −
+

= −

= +

= −

 

Where, 1id = −  if 0iz < , +1 otherwise. This provides the following results: 
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0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2

[ cos sin ]
[ cos sin ]

0

(1 2 )

n n

n n

n

i
n

n

x A x z y z
y A y z x z
z

A −

= −
= +
=

= +∏

 

 In vectoring mode, the CORDIC equations are: 

1

1

1
1

. .2

. .2

. tan (2 )

i
i i i i

i
i i i i

i
i i i

x x y d

y y x d

z z d

−
+

−
+

− −
+

= −

= +

= −

 

Where, 1id = +  if 0iy < , -1 otherwise. This provides the following results: 

2 2
0 0

1 0
0

0

2

0

tan ( )

(1 2 )

n n

n

n

i
n

n

x A x y
y

yz z
x

A

−

−

= +

=

= +

= +∏

 

 

The CORDIC rotator described is usable to compute several trigonometric functions 

directly and others indirectly. Judicious choice of initial values and modes permits direct 

computation of sine, cosine, arctangent, vector magnitude and transformations between 

polar and Cartesian coordinates. The rotational mode CORDIC operation can 

simultaneously compute the sine and cosine of the input angle. Setting the y component 

of the input vector to zero reduces the rotation mode result to: 

00

00

sin.
cos.

zxAy
zxAx

nn

nn

=
=

 

By setting 0x  equal to 
nA

1 , the rotation produces the unscaled sine and cosine of the 

angle argument 0z .  This is very useful to find out the I and Q components from any 

wireless signals without any multipliers.  
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2.4 Sample Rate Converter 

We have used two sample rate converters in our design. One is a standard software 

package named “Secret Rabbit Code” [15], which has been implemented into the OSSIE 

framework and the other one is CIC filter which has been programmed into the FPGA of 

the USRP. The brief theory behind the CIC filter has been discussed here. 

2.4.1 CIC Filter [16] 

As data converters become faster and faster, the application of narrow-band extraction 

from wideband sources, and narrow-band construction of wideband signals is becoming 

more important. These functions require two basic signal processing procedures: 

decimation and interpolation. In 1981, an efficient way of performing decimation and 

interpolation was introduced by Hogenauer [17]. He devised a flexible, multiplier-free 

filter suitable for hardware implementation, which can also handle arbitrary and large rate 

changes. These are known as cascaded integrator comb filters, or CIC filters for short. 

The basic building blocks of this filter have been shown in the Fig. 2.9. 

 

  
(a) Simple Integrator Stage (b) Simple Comb Filter Stage 

 

Figure 2.9: Building blocks of a CIC filter. 

 

When we build a CIC filter, we cascade or chain output to input, N integrator sections 

together with N comb sections. This filter would be fine, but we can simplify it by 

combining it with the rate changer. Fig. 2.10 and 2.11 shows a three stage decimating 

CIC filter and a three stage interpolating CIC filter. 
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Figure 2.10: Three stage decimating CIC filter. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.11: Three stage interpolating CIC filter. 

2.5 AM Demodulation Technique [18] 

Fig. 2.12 shows a direct-conversion mixer where the RF signal is converted to baseband 

audio using a single channel; we can visualize the output as varying in amplitude along a 

single axis as illustrated in Fig. 2.13. We refer to this as the inphase or I signal. Notice 

that its magnitude varies from a positive value to a negative value at the frequency of the 

modulating signal. If we use a diode to rectify the signal, we would have created a simple 

envelope or AM detector. Remember that in AM envelope detection, both modulation 

sidebands carry information energy and both are desired at the output. Only amplitude 

information is required to fully demodulate the original signal. The problem is that most 

other modulation techniques require that the phase of the signal be known. This is where 

quadrature detection comes in. If we delay a copy of the RF carrier by 90° to form a 

quadrature (Q) signal, we can then use it in conjunction with the original in-phase signal 

and determine the instantaneous phase and amplitude of the original signal. Fig. 2.14 

illustrates an RF carrier with the level of the I signal plotted on the x-axis and that of the 

Q signal plotted on the y-axis of a plane. To compute the magnitude A or envelope of the 

signal, we use the geometry of right triangles. In a right triangle, the square of the 

hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the other two sides— according to the 
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Pythagorean Theorem. So, If we have baseband signal I and Q we can demodulate the 

AM signal just by using this equation: 

22 QIA +=  

Sometimes a LPF is required after the amplitude calculation to get rid of the high 

frequency components of the carrier signal. 

 

 
Figure 2.12: A direct-conversion real mixer 

with a 1.5-kHz low-pass filter. 

Figure 2.13: An in-phase (I) signal on 

real plane. 

 

 
Figure 2.14: I+jQ signal on complex plane. 
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Chapter III 

Hardware Setup and Software Installation 

Several software packages need to be installed before starting this project. In this chapter, 

brief installation instructions for Fedora Core 4.0, OSSIE and USRP are given. We have 

also described the complete block diagram of this project here. 

3.1 Installation Overview 

Before the starting the project all of the required software packages should be installed 

properly. Fig. 3.1 shows the installation overview diagram. Fedora Core 4.0 is on the top 

of the diagram. So first thing is to do the installation of the Fedora Core 4.0 and the next 

thing is to setup the sound card by installing Advanced Linux Sound Architecture 

(ALSA) and Jack Audio Connection Client. At this point installation has been divided 

into two parts, one is to install OSSIE and its required packages and the other one is to 

install USRP and its required software packages. 

3.2 Fedora Core 4.0 Installation 

Fedora Core 4.0 is a free operating system (OS) from Red Hat Linux. We downloaded 

the ISO image of the four installation CDs from the website http://fedora.redhat.com and 

burned those into four blank CDs. Since we planned to use a Dell 600m Laptop computer 

for this project, the first task was to install the Fedora Core into this computer. This task 

has been divided into the four parts which has been described to the following sections. 
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Figure 3.1:  Installation overview diagram. 

 

3.2.1 Hard Disk Defragmentation 

Defragmenting the hard disk is very important before the Fedora Core installation and 

before making any new partition in it. Windows ‘Disk Defragmenter’ tool is well enough 

for doing this.  
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3.2.2 Hard Disk Partitioning 

The toughest part of the Fedora Core installation is to partition the Hard Disk properly. 

For our case we used ‘Partition Magic 8.0’ software. The size of the hard disk was 60 

GB. So, we made the following two partitions: 

 

• Primary Partition for the Windows XP OS with approximately 38 GB. 

• Extended Partition for the Linux OS with 15 GB of size. 

The Linux partition was further divided into these parts: 

• /boot – Ext 3 file format with 100 MB of size. 

• /root – Ext 3 file format with approximately 12 GB of size. 

• Swap – 2048 MB size. The size of this section should be twice the RAM size of 

the computer. Since I have 1024 MB of RAM, I used 2048 MB for the swap 

space.   

 

Fig. 3.1 shows the map of my hard disk after partitioning. 

 
Figure 3.2:  The map of the hard disk partition. 

3.3 OSSIE Setup and Installation 

The OSSIE framework has been designed and developed by Mobile and Portable Radio 

Research Group (MPRG) at Virginia Tech. This framework has a simple program called 

USRP demo which collects data from the USRP and calculates the energy of the received 

 
Win XP - NTFS /root

/boot Swap 

Primary Extended
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signal. This waveform contains three components; the first collects data from the USRP 

and sends it to the second. Currently the second component passes the data to the third 

component unchanged. The third component calculates the energy present on the 

received signal by squaring each sample and summing one packet. This software runs on 

a PC running Linux. We have used this demo program to develop the proposed software 

radio receiver. OSSIE framework and the USRP demo program can be downloaded from 

the website http://ossie.mprg.org. Before starting to work with the OSSIE framework 

several software packages and files must be installed properly. Table 3.1 lists the 

software. 

  

Table 3.1: OSSIE and other softwares with installation instructions [9]. 

 Software Installation Instructions 

1. Xerces C++ Get the source distribution from the website 

http://xml.apache.org/xerces-c/download.cgi. ( version 2.6.1 works 

good with OSSIE) 

tar –xzvf <file you downloaded> 

export XERCESCROOT= <full path to xerces-c-src_> 

cd $ XERCESCROOT/src/xercesc 

autoconf 

./runConfigure –plinux 

gmake 

su –c “gmake install” 

2.  OmniORB Get the latest source distribution from the website 

http://omniorb.sourceforge.net/download.html.  

tar –xzvf  <omniORB tar.gz file> 

cd $OMNIORB_TOP 

mkdir build 

cd build 

../configure 
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make 

su –c “make install” 

3. OmniORBpy Get the source distribution from the website 

http://omniorb.sourceforge.net/download.html.  

tar –xzvf  <omniORBpy tar.gz file> 

cd $OMNIORBPY_TOP 

mkdir build 

cd build 

../configure 

make 

su –c “make install” 

4. OmniEvents Get the source distribution from the website 

http://www.omnievents.org.    

tar –xzvf  <omniEvents tar.gz file> 

cd $OMNIEVENTS_TOP 

make 

su root 

make install 

cd etc 

make install 

5. OSSIE cd  /home/<user>/src (suggested installation directory) 

download OSSIE from http://ossie.mprg.org 

tar –xzvf <ossie tar.gz file> 

./configure 

make 

su –c “make install” 

6. USRP Demo get the USRP demo from http://ossie.mprg.org 

tar –xzvf <usrp demo tar.gz file> 

export PKG_CONFIG_PATH=/usr/local/lib/pkgconfig 

./configure 
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make 

 

Some of the other configuration and setup has been provided in the Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2: Some other configuration for OSSIE setup [9]. 

   

1. omniORB config file • cp $OMNIORB_TOP/sample.cfg/etc/omniORB.cfg 

• edit the omniORB.cfg file and go to line 262 or 

around there and change the line from 

InitRef=NameService=corbaname::my.host.name 

to InitRef=NameService=corbaname::localhost  

• make sure the line is uncommented 

2. Edit 

LD_LIBRARY_PATH 

environment variable 

• edit your .bashrc (or similar path file) and add the 

line : export LD_LIBRARY_PATH:usr/local/lib 

• or just add “/usr/local/lib” to the 

LD_LIBRARY_PATH if it already exists 

3. omniNames log files • make a directory named “logs” in the location of 

your choice : mkdir /home/<username>/logs 

• create a file called omniNames.sh and put the 

following commands in it where the 

/home/<username>/logs directory is the log 

directory you just created: 

#! /bin/sh 

killall omniNames 

killall omniEvents 

rm /home/<username>/logs/omninames* 

omniNames –start –logdir /home/<username>/logs 

& 

sleep 5 
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/usr/local/sbin/omniEvents -1 

/home/<username>/logs 

 

• as root: cp omniNames.sh /usr/local/bin 

• chmod 755 omniNames.sh 

• now this script (omniNames.sh) is accessible as 

your user from any shell 

 

3.4 USRP Setup 

Table 3.3 shows the installation process of the USRP driver and the required software 
packages. 
 

Table 3.3: USRP driver and the required software installation processes [6]. 

 Software Installation Instructions 

1. USRP Get the latest driver for the USRP board from the website 

ftp://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/gnuradio/usrp-0.9.tar.gz   

tar –xzvf <file you downloaded> 

cd <src directory> 

./configure 

make 

make install 

[for more information http://comsec.com/wiki?UsrpInstall] 

2.  SDCC Get the latest source distribution from the website 

http://sdcc.sourceforge.net/.  

tar –xzvf  <file you downloaded> 

cd sdcc 

cp –r * /usr/local  

/usr/local/bin/sdcc -v 
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3. SWIG Get the source distribution from the website http://www.swig.org/ .  

tar –xzvf  <file you downloaded> 

cd <src directory> 

./configure 

make 

make install 

 
 

3.5 Hardware Setup 

The USRP is connected with the host PC through USB 2.0 cable. The pictures of the 

hardware setup have been shown in the Fig. 3.3. 
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(a) Host PC and the USRP 

 

(b) USRP is connected through USB 2.0. 

  

(c) Terminal windows in the Host PC 
(d) Antenna is connected to the RX-A input 

of the daughter board. 

 

Figure 3.3:  Some images of the hardware setup. 
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Chapter IV 

Description of the Main Programs 

This chapter presents the description of the overall system by using block diagram. In this 

project the demodulation, sample rate conversions have been done in the software 

programming. So, description of some of the main programs has been given to 

understand the data flow and the basic structure of the programming style.  

4.1 Overall Block Diagram of the Project 

Fig. 4.1 shows the overall block diagram of this project. From the hardware point of view 

the system has only two components, one is USRP and the other is the host computer (for 

this particular project, the Dell 600m laptop). The receiver daughter board with two 

inputs RX-A and RX-B for catching real and complex data, are connected with the 

Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)s. This connection has been controlled by a MUX. 

Since we are not using any complex data, only the RX-A input has been used for this 

project. During the development phase we connected the signal generator by using SMA 

connector into this RX-A input and the antenna has been connected to this input to hear 

the radio channel after the development phase. ADC-0 digitizes the analog signal with 64 

MHz sampling frequency and supplies it to a multiplexer. Since we are not using any 

complex signal, we are sending bunch of zeros as complex input to the multiplexer. There 

is a Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) which produces the sine and cosine wave 

by using CORDIC algorithm and performs the complex multiplication with the input 

signals to produce I and Q. These I and Q signals are transferred to two CIC filters for 

further decimation. The maximum decimation factor, which is 256, was used to reduce 

the sampling rate to 250 KHz. The complex multiplier, NCO and CIC filters are the part 

of the Digital Down Converter (DDC) and the program for controlling these components 

has been written in verilog and downloaded to the FPGA.     
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Figure 4.1:  Overall block diagram of the system. 
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250 KHz sampled I and Q data are transferred to the host computer via USB 2.0 bus for 

further processing. There is a data collector program which collects all the raw data from 

the USRP and sends those to a sample rate converter for further reducing the sample rate 

to 48 KHz which is the standard playback frequency for the sound card. A standard 

package named “Secret Rabbit Code” has been used as a sample rate converter. 

Demodulation process has been done into the Demodulator which takes the I and Q data 

and produces the amplitude by taking the square root of sum of the I2 and Q2. The I and Q 

data before and after the sample rate converter and the amplitude has been saved in to 

several files for future processing. Advanced Linux Sound Architecture (ALSA) is a 

standard sound driver comes with Fedora Core 4.0. But due to the complexity to manage 

that driver we used a client program named “Jack Audio Connection Kit” which mainly 

works as a connector between ALSA and the data. This connection client uses a ring 

buffer which collects the amplitude data continuously from the demodulator and sends it 

to the ASLA. Finally, ALSA sends the amplitude samples to the left and right speakers 

alternately.    

4.2 Data Collector   

The flow diagram of the data collector has been shown in the Fig. 4.2. Data collector 

configures the USRP by specifying the CIC decimation rate, IF frequency, MUX 

configuration, etc. It also configures two buffers for collecting the I and Q data. After the 

collection the data has been stored in a file for future processing and send those to the 

Channel for further processing.   

4.3 Channel 

Fig. 4.3 shows the flow diagram of the Channel. The sample rate converter “Secret 

Rabbit Code” has been implemented into this program. Channel collects the data, which 

are in short format, from the Data Collector. But “Secret Rabbit Code” needs the float 

data. So, before sending those to the sample rate converter we changed the data format 

from short to float. “Secret Rabbit Code” resampled the data to 48 KHz and sends those 
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to the decoder for further processing. But before sending to the decoder we need to 

convert the data to short from float again.  

 

  
 

Figure 4.2:  Flow diagram of the data 

collector. 

 

Figure 4.3:  Flow diagram of the Channel. 
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4.4 Decoder 

The AM demodulation process and the Jack Audio Connection Client implementation 

have been done in to the Decoder. Fig. 4.4 shows the flow diagram of the decoder. At the 

beginning of the program all the initialization of the Jack Client has been done. It also 

creates a ring buffer and two output ports for sending the data to the sound card through  

 

 
Figure 4.4:  Flow diagram of the decoder. 
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ALSA. After the initialization decoder collects the I and Q data, calculates the amplitude 

and those to the ring buffer. Ring buffer sends the amplitude samples to the two output 

ports alternately. These output ports are connected with two physical ports of the sound 

card (Left and Right speakers) through ALSA. The volume of the sound can be 

controlled by the ‘alsamixer’ command in the terminal window.  

4.5 Connecting Data Stream to the Sound Card [19] 

Our data stream has been connected to the sound card driver through Jack Connection 

Client. Jack is a low-latency audio server, written for POSIX conformant operating 

systems such as GNU/Linux and Apple's OS X. It can connect a number of different 

applications to an audio device, as well as allowing them to share audio between them. Its 

clients can run in their own processes or they can run within the JACK server. JACK was 

designed from the ground up for professional audio work, and its design focuses on two 

key areas: synchronous execution of all clients, and low latency operation. The diagram 

of the Jack has been shown in the Fig. 4.5. 

 
Figure 4.5:  Operational diagram of the Jack Audio Connection Kit [20]. 
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Chapter V 

Operation, Results and Analysis 

Hardware and software installation and setup has been described in detail in the Chapter 

III. This Chapter mainly describes the steps to operate the developed software radio 

receiver. It also provides some results and performance analysis. 

5.1 Operational Steps and Setup 

To operate the developed software radio receiver several programs should be running in 

the background. The screenshot of the terminal windows during the operation has been 

shown in the Fig. 5.1. Operational steps have been given below: 

 

• Open six terminal windows. You can organize those as shown in the Fig. 5.1. 

• Setup the CORBA environment in window-1: In window-1, change directory 

to logs by typing “cd logs” and type the command “./omniNames.sh”. This step 

runs the naming service and this service can run without any further input. 

Sometimes we will need to view the contents of the naming service. To do so, 

type “nameclt list DomainName1”. DomainName1 is the naming context for the 

waveforms. 

• Open the audio mixer in window-2: For controlling the volume during the radio 

operation we should open the ALSA mixer by typing “alsamixer” in the terminal 

window. All types of sound controlling can be done in this window. 

• Running the node booter in window-3:  In window-3, change the directory to 

the location of the “USRP demo” by using “cd” command, configure a variable 

by typing “export MALLOC_CHECK_=1”, and type “./wfm_mgr” to start the 

node booter. The messages that appear describes the behavior of the node booter.  
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Figure 5.1:  Screen shot of the terminal windows during the operation. 

 

 

After the booting we can check the contents of the naming service. It should 

include domain manager, device manager, usrp information, etc.  

• Loading the waveform in window-4: In window-4, change the directory to the 

location of the “USRP demo” by using “cd” command, type “./testInterface” to 

run the user interface. It will show two waveforms. Either of the waveform can be 

installed by using the selection “1” or “2”. The wave form manager in window-3 

will show the progress of the installation. New installed components can be 

checked from the naming service. The program can be start by selecting “s”, can 

be stop by using “t”, and the waveform can be uninstalled by selecting “u” on the 

user interface. The uninstall should be described on a step-by-step basis on the 

waveform manager in window-3. But before starting this program by using “s” 

1

2

3

4
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we should start the Jack Audio Server in window-5 which has been described 

below. 

• Starting the Jack Audio Server in window-5: We are using Jack Audio Client 

for managing our sending our data to the sound card. In order to do this Jack 

Audio Server should be running all the time during the operation. In window-4, 

type “jackd –d alsa –d –r 48000” for running the Jack Audio Server with 48 KHz 

playback frequency. 

• Starting the ‘gnuplot’ in window-6: GNUPLOT are being used to plot the saved 

data instantaneously. So, in window-6, change the directory to the location of the 

“USRP demo” by using “cd” command, type “gnuplot” to start the program. To 

get the help about the plotting type “help”. Although it has lots of features, but we 

can be able to see the graphs by using this basic command “ plot [t=1000:2000] 

“filename.dat” ”.   

5.2 Results and Analysis 

The designed software radio receiver prototype has been tested for several frequencies. 

We have successfully tuned to several commercially available radio channels such as an 

ESPN sports channel at 1430 KHz. This receiver is the combination of many software 

blocks. Most of the software blocks have been written by using C++ language and verilog 

language has been used for programming the FPGA. There are lots of DSP-related issues 

are involved in this design.  

 

Our test setup has been shown in the Fig. 5.2. This setup consists of the laptop, a signal 

generator, an oscilloscope and the USRP card with USB 2.0 interface. We have sent a 1 

kHz signal 90 percent AM modulated signal at 1430 KHz to the RX-A port of the USRP 

receiver daughter board. The picture of the modulation signal captured from the 

oscilloscope is shown in the Fig. 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2:  Test setup with host pc, signal 

generator, oscilloscope and the USRP. 

Figure 5.3:  1 kHz signal 90% AM 

modulated at 1430 kHz carrier. 

 

 

The decoder calculates the amplitude from calculated ‘I’ and ‘Q’ data and scales between 

-1 to +1 for sending to the sound card through Jack Audio Client. Fig. 5.4 shows this 

data. For verification, we connected the oscilloscope to the output port of the PC speaker. 

Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 shows the setup and the waveform from the speaker.  
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Figure 5.4:  Scaled demodulated amplitude just before sending to the speakers. 

 

 

 

  
Figure 5.5:  Setup to view the waveform 

from the speakers. 

Figure 5.6:  Output waveform from the 

speakers in oscilloscope. 
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Chapter VI 

Conclusions and Future Research 

6.1 Conclusions 

Software Defined Radio (SDR) technology is emerging day by day. The SDR designer 

should have a broad set of design skills which includes systems engineering, RF 

planning, ADC/DAC selection, software architecture selection, DSP hardware selection, 

etc. This project is a good example to understand the basic structure of an SDR starting 

with this basic structure a complete SDR can be built with more complex functionality. 

The accomplishments of this project have been summarized below: 

 

• All the software, drivers, and hardware required to run the OSSIE framework and 

USRP have been installed successfully. 

• Configured the USRP to work with the OSSIE. 

• Data collector program has been developed to collect the data from the USRP via 

USB 2.0 bus. 

•  A sample rate converter has been integrated in to the OSSIE frame work to 

covert the data sample rate for matching with the required frequency of the sound 

card. 

• AM demodulation has been done in software. 

• Developed and integrated audio client software in the OSSIE framework to 

transfer the data to the sound card with out any synchronization requirements. 

• The developed system has been tested with several frequencies by using signal 

generator. Moreover, some commercially available AM radio channels have been 

tuned and heard it from the PC speakers. The performance of this SDR receiver is 

highly satisfactory. 
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